
Lot # Title Description

1
Kitchen table, 4 chairs 

and contents of kitchen

Kitchen table,4 chairs and contents of kitchenAn oval kitchen 

table  With 2 - 12" leaves, four wooden chairs in a similar style. 

This lot also includes entire contents of the kitchen. This includes 

a small crock pot, a coffee carafe, a small teapot, and a soup 

tureen. This also includes an older style coffee grinder and 

assorted mugs. There is also a 9 by 13 glass casserole dish.

2
2 wood bookcases, 

contents of living room

2 wood bookcases, contents of living room2 wood bookcases 

with detail molding across the top, they each measure 22" wide 

17 Inches deep and 76" tall. 1 bookcase has a glass door and 3 

shelves. There is also a hexagon end table with a glass top, the 

glass is broken. There are 2 vacuum cleaners, an older model 

Hoover and a Bissell.

3 Area rug, dresser,

Area rug, dresser, A blue and Brown area rug that measures 

measures 91" by  64", a small dresser with 4 drawers and 

contents on top of dresser. The dresser measures 25" wide by 

15" deep by 40" tall. also included is a black and tan shower 

curtain with rings.

4
Dresser, 2 nightstands. 

Queen size bed

Dresser, 2 nightstands. Queen size bedA wood dresser with 5 

drawers, measuring 38" wide by 18" deep by 49" tall. The 

drawers will need work on their track. There are 2 wooden. 

nightstands. Each has a small blue lamp. Queen size bed and 

linens.

5 Contents of basement

Contents of basementThis lot includes the contents of the 

basement. It Assorted laundry baskets , an old upholstered chair, 

a small side table, a vintage dollhouse, Some stacking crates, an 

old picnic basket.

6 4 tables

4 tableslThis lot includes 4 wood side tables. One is oval, 1 is 

round,  1 is round but two tiered, and 1 has 2 stacking units, both 

with glass doors.  The oval table measures 27" wide and 21" 

deep.. The round table has a diameter of 24". The tiered table 

has a diameter of 23". The glass front stacking stands are 37 

inches tall, 19 x 16 wide and deep.

7 Left side of garage

Left side of garageA variety of picture frames, assorted 

glassware, framed art, Some holiday décor, yard figurines, a 

brass lamp, and contents of workbench. There is a Craftsman 

weed whacker and a plastic storage cabinet

8

Plastic children's toys, 2 

wicker chairs, contents 

of shed

Plastic children's toys, 2 wicker chairs, contents of shed2 small 

white white wicker chairs, contents of  breeze way.Includes small 

plastic ride on toys located in the shed.
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9
Contents of right side of 

garage

Contents of right side of garageAn older wheelbarrow, lawn 

sweep, two vintage tables and contents, A lawn spreader, some 

glassware.. A small magazine rack, old books. There is an old 

electric range and freezer.  There is an old storage cabinet. Patio 

umbrella stand, small animal crate.


